
 

Major Reversal Patterns
Twomain types of Price Patterns Reversal and Continuation

Continuation pausing in a trend

Common points to all reversal patterns
D Prereq for a reversal pattern existence of a prior trend

Max implic of a bullmarker1 patternreversal is 100 of trend
2 First signal of an impending trend reversal is usually the breaking
of an important trend line

3 The larger the pattern the greater the subsequent move
Large height width of pricepattern
height shows volatility

4 Topping Patterns short in duration more volatile than bottoms
5 Bottoms take longer to build smaller price ranges

Prices tend to decline faster thenthey go up
Usually better to trade short side of a bear vs long of a bull

6 Volume more important on the upside
early stage of trend reversal volume not as important at market
tops
Later stage lend very important

The head and shoulders reversal pattern
best known most reliable major reversal pattern

A Normal goodvolume dip to B W
lighter volume usual

C Volume on up side a little lighter
then that of A

O D D is less thenA concerning
return in uptrend penetrated peak is a supporttorallyW neck on subsequent corrections

48me Qose linebelow E Rally on lightvolume E C bad
mire G Return move

use I 3 penetrationcriterion
or require 2 Successive doses below

Major uptrend breaks at D neckline
Doesn't show downtrend just sideways

Closing violation of a neckline showsresolution of headshoulder

The importance of volume
head should have lighter volume then left shoulder
early warning of diminishing buying pressurevolume on right shoulder volume on prev peaks
Then vol should expend on breaking of neckline
Then decline during return move
Then expand after return move



Finding a Price objective
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Or do neckline Head neckline
82 100 80 62

most price targets on bar charts are based on height volatility of
various patterns
price obj is only a minimum target
max obj is size of prior move
Reversal patterns can only be expected to reverseIretrade Whet has
gonebefore them

beer markets often pause prominerent supportlevels from reaction lows
in previous bull markets

Inverse head and shoulders
Very similar to heed andshoulder
Volume main difference

more important
rallyfromhead should see highervolume
breaking of neckline should see
burst in rending
return move back to neckline crore
common bottoms
bottoms markets need lots of

buyingpressure Cgreater volume to
launch a bull market

markets can fall from inertia
pricesonly rise when demandexceed supply andbuyers are more aggressivethan sellers

Slope of necklines
must wait to initiate pos longtime to reach breaking of a neckline

complexhead and shoulderspattern
strong tendency towards symmetry 2 LShout ZRShout

f Positions can beadded here
ntry tomarketearly e

O iz to pullback of rally from C toD



Failed head and shoulders pattern
Once prices have moved through neckline and complete head and shoulder
pattern prices should not recross neckline again
prices will usually resume previous trend

Head and shoulders can be a consolidation pattern
Tripletops and bottoms

similar to head and shoulder
volume tends to decline w each successive peak
heavy upside volume on completition of bottom is essential
Top bottom

Eachrally on lightervolume each low same level
pattern when bothtroughs are avolume more important on
broken on heavy volume Upside breakout
eachhighat same level

prices usually move a min dist from breakout point leastequal to height of
the pattern
return move to breakout point is not unusual

Double tops and bottoms
more common then triple

70 volumelighterthan A
uptrendsets
newhisat return is

common
C fails if
IA

penetrate
nowYou Volumepicksuphave apotential Top M Volume important on upside breakoutdouble
top Bottom W
LB must be violatedagain
Variations need to use filters CCmay breach It by a bit

Filters
EX
I 3 fitters
2 day penetration role prices close beyond top of first peak
2 days in a row to signal valid penetrationReduces whipsaws Cfalse signals



Bull trap
g

Prices exceed prev peak
most likely still considered a doubletop

False Breakout i Lightvolume on it heavy volume on C

Normal Behavior
normal Normalbounce offs
pullback previous low

Timing between peaks 1troughs is important
Longer time between and greater the height greater chanceof never set
most double tops have 2 I mouth between
some span years

saucers and Spikes
Saucer r 910W look at Wor Al charts
Spike V heavy volume hard to spot in advance


